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Abstract

Cycling confers transport, health and environmental benefits, and bicycle sharing systems are an increasingly popular means of promoting urban cycling. Following the launch of the London bicycle sharing system (LBSS) in 2010, women and residents of deprived areas were under-represented among initial users. This paper examines how the profile of users has changed across the scheme’s first three years, using total-population registration and usage data. We find that women still make fewer than 20% of all ‘registered-use’ LBSS trips, although evidence from elsewhere suggests that the introduction of ‘casual’ use has encouraged a higher overall female share of trips. The proportion of trips by registered users from ‘highly-deprived areas’ (in the top tenth nationally for income deprivation) rose from 6% to 12%. This was due not only to the 2012 LBSS extension to some of London’s poorest areas, but also to a steadily increasing share of trips by residents of highly-deprived areas in the original LBSS zone. Indirect evidence suggests, however, that the two-fold increase in LBSS prices in January 2013 has disproportionately discouraged casual-use trips among residents of poorer areas. We conclude that residents in deprived areas can and do use bicycle sharing systems if these are built in their local areas, and may do so progressively more over time, but only if the schemes remain affordable relative to other modes.
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Highlights
- The London bicycle sharing system has been well-used over its first 3 years
- Women still make <20% of registered-use trips, but a higher share of casual trips
- The share of ‘deprived’ users doubled, partly as the scheme expanded to poorer areas
- A recent price rise may, however, have partly offset the benefit of this expansion
- Bicycle sharing systems may need to be local and affordable to attract poorer users
1 Introduction

Successfully promoting cycling is expected to confer important transport, health and environmental benefits (de Hartog et al., 2010; Maizlish et al., 2013; Woodcock et al., 2013). Cycling for transport is one way to integrate physical activity into daily life (WHO, 2002), and can also reduce pollution and ease congestion by displacing journeys that would otherwise have been made by motorised modes. Creating opportunities for such active travel has therefore been identified as one central feature of a ‘healthy city’ (Rydin et al., 2012). Similarly, cycling for recreation can also provide an important source of physical activity, and appears less likely than other forms of recreational physical activity to involve motorised travel (e.g. due to driving to a walking route or sports centre) (Goodman et al., 2012).

The growing number of bicycle sharing systems (BSS) around the world provide increased urban opportunities for both cycling for transport and cycling for recreation (Fishman et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2014). For example, the London bicycle sharing system (LBSS) is particularly well-used for commuting trips (Transport for London, 2011a), including multi-modal trips starting from major train stations (O’Brien et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2011; Zaltz Austwick et al., 2013). Using LBSS is also popular as a leisure activity, with operational and observational research both indicating comparatively high level of use around London’s large parks (Goodman et al., 2014; Zaltz Austwick et al., 2013). By increasing access to bicycles for such trips, LBSS and other such schemes facilitate cycling directly, and health impact modelling confirms the net health benefits that this confers upon BSS users (Rojas-Rueda et al., 2011; Woodcock et al., 2014). Moreover, because BSS users are much less likely than personal-bicycle users to wear helmets or ‘cycling’ clothes, BSS may indirectly encourage cycling by normalising the image of cycling as an everyday activity (Fischer et al., 2012; Fishman et al., 2013; Goodman et al., 2014).

The introduction of a BSS in London might therefore seem one promising intervention to achieve the Mayor of London’s vision of making cycling “something anyone feels comfortable doing, [including people] of all ages, races and backgrounds, and in all parts of London” (Greater London Authority, 2013, p.9). In practice, however, LBSS did not initially seem likely to reduce the gender and socio-economic inequalities in cycling participation which have been raised as a cause of concern (Marmot, 2010; Steinbach et al., 2011). Instead in the first seven months of the scheme’s operation (July 2010 to February 2011), LBSS use was even more male-dominated than cycling in London in general, with 82% of LBSS trips made by men (Ogilvie and Goodman, 2012). Individuals living in income-deprived areas were also underrepresented, a pattern in line with the general tendency for London’s cyclists to be drawn from more affluent households or neighbourhoods (Goodman, 2013; Steinbach et al., 2011). Similar findings with respect to the socio-economic advantage of BSS users have also been reported in Washington DC (LDA Consulting, 2012; Virginia Tech, 2012) and Montreal (Fuller et al., 2011), although the overrepresentation of males was only observed in Washington.
One interesting finding in London, however, was that trip rates among registered users were in fact higher among residents in poorer areas after one adjusted for the fact that these poorer areas were less likely to be near an LBSS docking station (Ogilvie and Goodman, 2012). This raised the possibility that the share of trips made by residents from more deprived areas would increase following the (then future) extension of LBSS in March 2012 to some of the poorest parts of London. On the other hand, in January 2013 LBSS doubled its prices, making the cost of a single cycle trip (£2) more expensive than a single bus trip (£1.40 with a pre-paid card). This development might plausibly be expected to operate in the opposite direction, and disproportionately discourage LBSS use among those living in more deprived areas.

This paper therefore revisits the important question of how far LBSS is contributing to the realisation of the wider policy aim to encourage cycling among a broad variety of Londoners. Specifically, it examines how the gender and, in particular, the socio-economic profile of LBSS users has been affected by 1) the geographic extension of LBSS to East London and 2) the doubling of LBSS prices. To contextualise these findings, this paper also provides a broader update of usage of LBSS over its first three years. Besides addressing a question of local policy relevance, this paper contributes to the international BSS evidence base by providing (to our knowledge) the first examination of the effect of changes in spatial extent or pricing upon the profile of BSS users in any city. Such evidence is of value since many of the other 600 BSS in operation globally may in the future also wish to consider making such changes, particularly since most of these schemes have been completed only in the past 5 years (Meddin and DeMaio, 2013).

2 Methods and context

2.1 The London bicycle sharing system (LBSS)

LBSS was launched by the public body Transport for London on 30th July 2010. The scheme’s bicycles can be taken from any docking station and returned to any other docking station, with the scheme operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. To hire a bicycle, users can either register online for an access key using a UK credit/debit card (‘registered use’, minimum age 18), or else pay by at docking stations by a UK or international credit/debit card (‘casual use’, available since 3rd December 2010). Users initially pay for access to LBSS bicycles, after which trips of under 30 minutes are free but longer trips incur additional usage charges at a progressively faster rate. Access initially cost £1 for 1 day, £5 for 7 days, and £45 for 1 year: from 1st January 2013, these prices doubled.

The scheme initially comprised 5000 bicycles located across 315 docking stations, spread at approximately 300m intervals across 45km² of central London. This original zone included the entertainment centre of the West End, the business district of the City of London, and the leisure areas of Hyde Park and Regent’s park. It also included some more affluent residential areas to the west and some more deprived residential areas to the east. On 8th March 2012 the scheme extended east to cover a larger area and
incorporate 8000 bicycles at 575 docking stations across 65km² (Figure 1). The expanded scheme now encompasses the prosperity of the Canary Wharf business district in Docklands, characterised by city commuters working in financial services. It also encompasses much more of London’s relatively deprived East End, including the poor-quality, high-density housing of London’s poorest borough, Tower Hamlets. An expansion in any other direction would not have incorporated a potential user base with such contrasting socio-economic characteristics, and this eastern extension therefore presents an interesting ‘natural experiment’ in terms of examining the type of users attracted by this newly-expanded BSS.
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Figure 1: The London Bicycle Sharing System’s original zone and eastern extension relative to background levels of income deprivation

Building outlines have been used to emphasise the parks and road layout of London. The LBSS zone boundary has been defined as an approximate convex hull around the docking stations.
Still more recently, on 13th December 2013, LBSS expanded again to include additional areas of southwest London. This, however, occurred after the time period considered in this paper.

2.2 Operational registration and usage data

Transport for London provided operational usage data for all trips made between 30th July 2010 and 31st July 2013. Of these, we excluded 0.1% missing data on the date on which the trip took place. For all remaining trips, the start date was available plus a unique ID number linking trips made by registered users on the same LBSS access key or made by casual users on the same debit/credit card. For registered users, this unique ID was also linked to anonymised operational registration data. In this registration data, individuals’ titles and/or first names were used to assign gender, and home postcodes (mean population 50 individuals) were used to assign area of residence. No individual-level data was available on the characteristics of casual users.

From 1st April 2011 onwards, the available trip-level information additionally included the start and end docking station of the trip, and the start and end time of the trip (in seconds). We excluded from our analyses the 0.4% of trips with the same start and end station and lasting less than 2 minutes, assuming that no trip had in fact been made. For all trips, we identified whether the trip started or ended (i) in London’s large Hyde Park or Regent’s Park, or (ii) serving one of London’s ten largest railway stations. For each registered-use trip, we also calculated the minimum crow-flies distance from the centroid of the home postcode to the start or end docking station (whichever was nearest). Ethical approval for the study was granted by LSHTM ethics committee (reference 6474).

2.3 Small-area income deprivation of individuals and of docking stations

We assigned small-area deprivation at the level of Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA) using the 2010 English Indices of Multiple Deprivation (DCLG, 2011). These widely-used geodemographic measures rank each LSOA (representing a population of approximately 1500) according to 38 different indicators grouped into seven domains of deprivation, including income, employment, education and crime. Each LSOA is thus assigned an overall deprivation rank and also a rank for each of these seven domains. Following official publications (DCLG, 2011), we defined ‘highly-deprived’ areas as being those ranked in the top tenth nationally for overall deprivation, and also created a second measure of those ranking in the top tenth for income deprivation. These two deprivation measures yielded very similar patterns of results, and so we present results for the income deprivation score to maximise comparability with previous research (Ogilvie and Goodman, 2012).

We had no direct information about the deprivation levels of casual users. To examine impacts indirectly, we calculated a deprivation score for each docking station, calculating this as the mean deprivation rank of registered users starting trips from that station. We then examined how casual use of more versus less ‘deprived’ stations changed over time,
assuming that the stations used most often by registered users from poorer areas will also tend to be the stations used most often by casual users from poorer areas.

### 2.4 Geographic and comparative analyses

Most analyses rely on the presentation of raw trip frequencies or raw percentages (e.g. percentage of trips made by females). Binomial proportion confidence intervals were calculated around percentages but are not presented in the graphs as they are too narrow to be visible (typically +/- 0.1 percentage point). When examining the association between registered user characteristics and trip rates, we excluded the 0.6% of trips made by individuals with missing data on gender (0.001%) or postcode (0.08%), or with non-English postcodes (0.5%).

To compare registration rates across areas, we compared the number of registered LBSS members with small-area population counts from the 2011 UK Census. We made this comparison by summing the number of LBSS users in each Output Area (OA) – the smallest census geographic reporting unit available – and using the location quotient (LQ) to identify those OAs with a larger number of registered users than one would expect given their resident population. The LQ is a commonly used spatial measure (originating in economic geography) since it has the advantage of normalising by both the total population size and by the population size in each small area. It was calculated as follows:

\[
LQ = \frac{\text{No. LBSS users in OA}_X}{\text{Total no. LBSS users in London}} \div \frac{\text{Population of OA}_X}{\text{Total population of London}}
\]

Where OA\(_X\) is a particular Output Area of interest. LQ values of less than one suggest fewer users than expected whilst values greater than one suggest more than expected. We also sought, briefly, to compare whether non-London LBSS users were more likely than the general population of inter-city commuters entering the LBSS zone to come from Oxford and Cambridge, Britain’s leading cycling towns (Goodman, 2013). For this, we used 2010 and 2011 data from the Annual Population Survey, an annual nationally-representative sample of approximately 1% of the working population (Annual Population Survey, 2013). We used Stata 12.1 for statistical analyses and used the R Project for Statistical Computing and Graphics (R Core Team, 2012) for visualisation.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Current patterns of LBSS usage

**3.1.1 Levels of LBSS registration and usage**

Across the scheme’s first three years, 152,000 registered users made 15.93 million trips on LBSS; a further 35,000 individuals registered for LBSS but made no recorded trips. Considering all registered users, including those who made no trips, the registration rate for LBSS was 13.6% in the area where the scheme was first launched, 5.4% in the new
eastern extension, and 2.3% for London as a whole (see Figure 2). A further 1.4 million casual users made 7.14 millions trips, generating a total of 23.07 million trips across users of all types (21,000 per day). Figure 3 displays the spatial distribution of these trips across the LBSS zone in the third year of the scheme’s operation, and reveals somewhat lower overall levels of use in the eastern extension than in the original zone. As Figure 3 also shows, docking stations in the eastern extension zone were more likely to show a fairly even split between registered and casual users; overall, casual users made 44% of trips starting in the eastern zone in the scheme’s third year vs. 35% in the original zone.

**Figure 2: Location quotient for LBSS registration rates (June 2010 – July 2013)**

LBSS=London Bicycle Sharing System. Analysis based on 141,000 registered individuals living in London.
Figure 3: Volume and type of LBSS docking station usage (August 2012 - July 2013)

LBSS = London Bicycle Sharing System. The map shows the number of trips starting from each station in the previous 12 months, and is based on 9.0 million trips by 72,000 registered users and 614,000 casual users.
3.1.2 Commuter trips and park trips: marked differences by gender and area deprivation

Figure 3 confirms that, as other researchers have previously described in more detail (O’Brien et al., 2014; Zaltz Austwick et al., 2013), a comparatively high number of LBSS trips start or end near large railway stations (particularly trips by registered users), or in one of London’s large parks (particularly trips by casual users). The high prevalence of multi-modal commuting via large railway stations resulted in a bi-modal distribution of trip distance from the users’ home, with additional smaller peaks corresponding to major English cities (Figure 4, top part).

While it is perhaps not surprising that the highest usage levels are seen among those living near to a docking station, the bi-modal shape of the distribution is noteworthy. This distribution illustrates the popularity of LBSS with longer distance commuters, and also appears to be influenced by the popularity of cycling in the home towns/cities of these commuters. For example, residents of England’s two leading cycling towns, Cambridge and Oxford, made 2.1% of these non-Londoner LBSS trips, three times as many as expected given their 0.7% share of all commuters into London. We suggest that one implication of this usage pattern is that Transport for London should consider further marketing of the scheme beyond London, since commuter towns represent a large potential user group during the week possibly also for leisure use at weekends. By contrast, the reduced scheme usage from those living beyond walking distance to a docking station but within the London transport system suggests that Londoners are relatively unlikely to take alternative forms of local public transport to or from their nearest docking station in order to cycle part of the journey.
Figure 4: Distribution of minimum distance between registered users’ homes and their LBSS trips, and average demographic characteristics of users making trips at different distances (August 2012-July 2013)

The proportion of registered-use trips made by women was lower among non-Londoners than among Londoners (Figure 4, part B), in line with other recent research indicating that women were less likely than men to show a ‘commuting’ pattern of LBSS use (Beecham and Wood, 2014). This difference in usage plausibly reflects the fact that women are less likely than men to commute long distances by high-speed modes such as the train (Lyons and Chatterjee, 2008), and suggests one reason for the surprisingly low share of all LBSS trips made by women (Ogilvie and Goodman, 2012). The proportion of registered-use trips made by individuals from highly-deprived areas was also far lower among non-Londoners (Figure 4, part B), while the proportion of trips made by residents in affluent areas was correspondingly greater (e.g. 55% of non-Londoner trips were made by residents in the most affluent quarter of areas vs. 18% of Londoner trips). As for the
large number of trips starting in London’s major parks (Figure 3), these were most common among casual users (15%) and rarest among non-London registered users (2%). Among registered users living in London, park trips were more substantially more common among women and among residents in more affluent areas (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Proportion of LBSS trips starting or ending in parks, among registered users living in London (August 2012-July 2013)

![Bar chart showing the proportion of LBSS trips starting or ending in parks, among registered users living in London (August 2012-July 2013).](image)

LBSS=London Bicycle Sharing System. Analysis based on 4.2 million trips by 54,000 registered users between August 2012 and July 2013. Fifths of area deprivation defined using national quintiles. Confidence intervals not presented as these are too narrow to be clearly visible.

3.2 Changes over time in LBSS use and in the LBSS user profile

3.2.1 Trends in numbers of LBSS trips

Despite marked seasonal variation, the number of LBSS trips generally increased from 2010 to 2012, reflecting the continuation of high levels of use by registered users across this time plus a growing proportion of use by casual users (Figure 6). Following the price increase in January 2013, the number of registered user trips continued to increase slightly (7% increase relative to the equivalent seven-month time period in 2012) but the number of casual user trips decreased (14% decrease).
3.2.2 Trends in the demographic and socio-economic profile of registered users

Among registered users, the percentage of trips made by women remained low, ranging from 15.9% to 19.5% across all months in the study period (Figure 7, part A). Indeed, there was even a small decline in this proportion across the three years, from a mean of 18.5% in the first year, to 18.2% in the second year and 17.1% in the third year (standard error 0.02% for all three proportions). There was, however, no clear change in the pace of this gradual downward trend following either the eastern expansion or the price rise.
Following the eastern extension, the proportion of registered users from highly-deprived areas doubled from around 6% prior to March 2012 to 10-12% thereafter (Figure 7, part A). This increase was seen to a similar degree in both sexes, rising from 6% to 11% in males, and from 7% to 12% in females. These marked increases were driven by a five-fold increase in the proportion of all registered LBSS trips made by residents of highly-deprived areas in the new eastern extension zone (Figure 7, part B). The proportion of trips made by residents of highly-deprived areas in the original LBSS zone was not
noticeably affected by the extension, but did show a more modest steady increase across the entire study period from 2.9% in 2010 to 4.3% in 2013. Following these increases, individuals from poorer areas were only slightly underrepresented relative to their share of the local population. For example, people living in highly-deprived areas represented 12% of adult residents in the original LBSS zone and made 10% of the trips by those residents in 2013. In the eastern extension, the corresponding values were 56% vs. 53%.

There was little suggestion of any change in the proportion of registered users living in deprived areas in the seven months following the price rise (Figure 7).

3.2.3 Likely trends in the socio-demographic profile of casual users

No direct evidence is available regarding the demographic profile of casual users. Nevertheless, the eastern extension zone undoubtedly covered a more deprived area of London (Figure 1), and this was reflected in the characteristics of its registered users (e.g. 41% of registered users starting a trip in the eastern zone since March 2012 lived in highly-deprived areas, versus 7% in the original zone). Moreover, casual use made up a higher share of total LBSS trips in the eastern extension (Figure 3) and there was also a positive correlation between a station’s deprivation ranking and the proportion of casual trips starting from that station ($r=0.17$, $p<0.001$). As such, it seems highly likely that the proportion of casual users from more deprived areas increased following the eastern extension, and it is plausible that this occurred to an even more marked degree than was the case for registered users.

As for the likely effect of the price rise, Figure 8 presents the proportion of all a) registered use trips and b) casual use trips made from ‘highly-deprived’ stations, operationalised as stations in the top tenth in terms of the mean deprivation levels of their registered users. The pattern was very similar in sensitivity analyses which instead operationalised ‘highly-deprived’ stations as those which were in the top quarter or the top half for deprivation. For registered users, the pattern was very similar to that seen in Figure 7, which is reassuring in terms of suggesting that station deprivation can be a valid proxy for area-of-residence deprivation. For casual users, the proportion of trips from highly-deprived stations was stable prior to the price increase but then decreased thereafter. This therefore provides indirect evidence that the overall declines in casual use observed after the price increase in January 2013 may have disproportionately occurred among users living in poorer areas.
LBSS=London Bicycle Sharing System. Analysis based on 12.1 million trips by 831,000 users between April 2012 and July 2013. Analysis restricted to period from April 2012 onwards when almost all stations were fully operational: almost all of the ‘highly-deprived’ stations were in East London, so before April 2012 usage of these stations was necessarily zero. Confidence intervals not presented as they are in all cases narrower than the dots marking each month.

4 Discussion

4.1 LBSS usage by women

Although women continue to make only a small minority of registered-use trips (under 20%), this needs to be set in the context of other sources of observational and survey data which suggest that women constitute a higher share of casual users (e.g. estimated at 37% in July 2011 (Transport for London, 2011a)). This is likely to explain why a recent direct observational study reported that the overall proportion of women among LBSS cyclists was actually somewhat higher than among personal-bicycle cyclists (32% vs. 23%) (Goodman et al., 2014). In addition, it is noteworthy that women are particularly likely to use LBSS to cycle in London’s large parks (see also Beecham and Wood, 2014), given that acquiring skills as a leisure cyclist may be an important first step in taking up cycling for transport (Nettleton and Green, In press). As such, although women continue to make far fewer than half of LBSS trips, LBSS may now be tending to increase rather than decrease the overall share of female cyclists in London.

4.2 LBSS usage by residents in highly-deprived areas

Despite prior media characterisation of LBSS as a ‘posh-boy toy’ (The Guardian, 2011), residents in London’s highly-deprived areas did use the scheme when it extended outside of central London to cover some of London’s poorest areas. This is reassuring insofar as it indicates that the extension was not, for example, exclusively used by affluent professionals to cross East London and reach the financial centre of Canary Wharf.
Instead, our work suggests that residents in highly-deprived areas can and do use bicycle sharing systems if these are built in their local areas – and that this local access is important because very few individuals from deprived areas regularly commute into London from the outside (cp. Lyons and Chatterjee, 2008). Thus to the extent that BSS schemes are used by inter-city commuters they may disproportionately serve more affluent individuals, but to the extent that they are used by local residents they may serve richer and poorer individuals to a more similar degree.

In addition, the growing share of users living in highly-deprived areas in the original LBSS zone suggests the potential for such schemes to become more equitable over time. This plausibly partly reflects a widespread tendency for more affluent individuals to be ‘early adopters’ of new technologies (Rogers, 1962, 1986). More speculatively, LBSS may have been particularly visible to poorer local residents once it was established because such residents make more trips at street level by foot or by bus, rather than by the London underground (Transport for London, 2011b). Yet despite becoming more equitable, LBSS continues to be used somewhat less often by residents in highly-deprived areas than one would expect given their share of the London population. This may partly reflect the exclusion of some of London’s poorest residents because they do not have the credit/debit card necessary to use the scheme. It may also partly reflect the tendency for poorer individuals to engage less often in recreational physical activities (Beenackers et al., 2012), a tendency which this research suggests may include making LBSS trips in London’s large parks.

Finally, we found that although the socio-economic profile of registered users appeared little affected by the price rise in January 2013, poorer casual users may have disproportionately reduced their usage of the scheme. It is plausible that the fact that a single LBSS trip now costs more than a single, adult bus trip (£2 vs. £1.40) is particularly off-putting for low-income individuals making occasional, ad hoc trips on the bicycles. Given the net health benefits of BSS use (Rojas-Rueda et al., 2011; Woodcock et al., 2014), the modest-to-moderate decreases in LBSS trip rates following the price rise may have had some negative effect on both health and health equity in London.

4.3 Limitations and directions for future research

Our access to total-population usage data, and our ability to link registered users to their registration data, allowed us to characterise patterns of LBSS use with high precision and with low risk of selection bias. The registration data available to us was very limited, however, and lacked such basic demographic variables as age or ethnicity. There is also likely to be some measurement error in our assignment of gender and area of residence, as some registered users will have given or lent their LBSS access key to other individuals for at least some trips. We believe, however, that most registered members will have been discouraged from lending their keys to others by the fact that the registered member remains the person liable for substantial fines (£150-£300) if the bicycle is lost, damaged or kept out for more than a few hours. A third important limitation is that our lack of individual-level measures of socio-economic position renders this study liable to ecological bias; for example, we cannot discount the
possibility that the growth in LBSS usage among residents in highly-deprived areas was driven by a small number of more affluent people within those areas, or by other atypical groups such as students.

As such, although the profile of LBSS users now appears to be relatively equitable in terms of area deprivation, it is possible that it is far less equitable in terms of measures such as education or social class. On the other hand, we have no strong reason to expect any measurement error or ecological bias to operate differentially over time, which suggests these limitations may be less important with respect to our primary aim of examining the impact of changes to LBSS upon the composition of its users. It is also reassuring to note that another recent evaluation of the socio-economic patterning of transport use (including cycling) in England reported very similar findings between analyses using household income versus area deprivation (Goodman, 2013). Nevertheless, for a deeper and more robust understanding of the profile of LBSS users we believe that one would need to employ alternative approaches such as detailed surveys of individual users, perhaps combined with some qualitative work. Such work might also allow one to examine area-level differences in more depth – for example, between areas which are both highly-deprived in terms of income but which differ in their land-use patterns, ethnic composition or local cycling cultures.

5 Conclusion

Making cycling an attractive option for a wide range of the population is a key policy aim of the current cycling strategy for London (Greater London Authority, 2013), and achieving this aim would be expected to help maximise the potential benefits of cycling for health and health equity (Marmot, 2010; Woodcock et al., 2014). Among LBSS users, women and residents of poorer areas remain under-represented, partly reflecting LBSS use by affluent, male commuters from outside London. Nevertheless, the scheme has become more equitable over time, with the introduction of casual use encouraging women to use the scheme, and with the eastern extension increasing the share of trips made by residents in poorer areas. These positive developments appear, however, to have been partly offset by the recent doubling of LBSS prices. The experience of London therefore suggests that making BSS available for different types of use, in both rich and poor areas, and at competitive prices are all important ingredients in maximising a scheme’s potential to deliver benefits in an equitable manner.
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